Will Pope Bring Bitter Prophecy to Poland?
Are you praying your daily rosary? And the reason I ask that is
because the headline this morning on the Drudge Report says:
‘Muslims behead priest in
Normandy church. Isis
celebrates.’
http://www.drudgereportarchives
.com/data/2016/07/26/20160726_2
13103.htm

That is symbolic of the cutting
off of the head of the Roman
Catholic Church and that
would be Pope Benedict.
Satan has succeeded in
putting his man on the throne
of Peter and, of course, that's the anti Pope, the False Prophet of the
End Times, Pope Francis; and this week he is going to Poland to
celebrate World Youth Day and he's going to bring his poison to that
country if he possibly can.
As you know, in the book of Revelation, ‘Wormwood’ spreads his
bitterness to one-third of the fountains of waters and that's what he is
doing. He is going to try to convince Poland to bring in Muslim
immigrants because he wants to see the same kind of evil in that
country that is already spreading throughout France and the United
States and most of Europe and, of course, that’s exactly what the
False Prophet wants to do.
And before his going to Cracow and the World Youth Day, the Vatican
spread this evil logo, and I've explained the
meaning of it to you many times. (see page 3 here)
https://docs.wixstatic.com/ugd/f9795d_673e78d33ad24
1f78706e478c7a5d90e.pdf

It is a perversion of the cross and it shows sexual
perversion. When you look at it upside down you
have an Ankh cross and the Ankh cross itself is
sexual perversion because it shows the oval
feminine and the triad of masculinity and when you
look at it right side up, it shows Hathor the cow
goddess, another demonic vision from Egypt.
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The two horns on either side, the red and the blue, symbolize Jesus
and the Father and the yellow circle in the center symbolizes the Holy
Spirit and, of course, that's a perversion because it depicts the
Holy Trinity in sexual terms and a perversion of the Trinity.
In these End Times, that would be Satan, the False Prophet and the
Antichrist. And that's what Pope Francis is going to try to subvert: both
the Nation of Poland and the Church in Poland.
And one of his main reasons of going to
Poland is to promote his apostolic
exhortation called Amoris Laetitia and his
main man is Cardinal Schoenborn, and
he says that Amoris Laetitia allows
Communion for the divorced and civilly
remarried and that will bring about the
Abomination of Desolation spoken of by
Daniel the prophet in his chapter 10,
verse number 3 and which Jesus warned
about in the Olivet Discourse. When you see that Abomination of
Desolation, Roman Catholics must ‘flee the field’. The good news is
that the scattered flock will become the ‘stone come out from the
mountain’ which will defeat the One World Government.
And now, I want to read a very interesting article posted last week on
the Associated Press, and I would like your opinion about this,
because it tells us that Pope Francis is being opposed by many
bishops and Cardinals in the Catholic Church, not only those in
Poland. Remember after he published his apostolic exhortation,
Amoris Laetitia, the Polish bishops said they would not give
Communion to the divorced and remarried. I believe Poland is going to
save themselves from the great chastisement because of their strong
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stand, unless they ultimately succumb to the wiles of Pope Francis and
the evil logos coming out of the Vatican.
This dateline is last week, July 20th; it's by Nicole Winfield and this is
an excellent summary. I won't read the whole thing. I will read excerpts
and I will try to post the link below:
https://www.americamagazine.org/issue/vatican-strikes-back-critics-joy-love

‘The Vatican is striking back at conservative critics of Pope
Francis' landmark document on family life (that's Amoris Laetitia in
Latin) ratcheting up its defense of the Pope (the Vatican is going to
support the Pope because the ‘holy city is being trampled underfoot by
the Gentiles’ as John prophesied in Revelation, chapter 11, verse 2)
with new vigor as bishops begin implementing this document
around the world. (All bishops must come out one way or the other;
either in favor of Amoris Laetitia, or against it, including your bishop
and my bishop.) The Vatican newspaper L'osservatore Romano on
Wednesday carried a lengthy essay by an Italian Catholic
historian insisting that Francis' ‘The Joy of Love’ (that's the
English translation) was absolutely in line with his predecessors
and Church doctrine on the thorny issue of whether divorced and
civilly remarried Catholics can receive Communion.(That is a total
lie in this Vatican newspaper. This document subverts 2,000 years of
Church teaching.) Earlier this month, the Vatican approved
magazine La Civilta Cattolica ran an interview with Cardinal
Christoph Schoenborn in which the Vienna archbishop pointedly
rejected conservative claims that Francis work didn't count as an
authoritative teaching document.’ (Now, Cardinal Burke has stated
that Amoris Laetitia is not an authoritative teaching document. I believe
he is mistaken. I believe he is looking at this document through rosetinted glasses. The Pope's document is true and authoritative from the
Church and it proves that the Church has been taken over by Satan in
these End Times.) Both articles upped the ante in the increasingly
divisive theological and ideological battle sparked by ‘The Joy of
Love’ and were published on the eve of Francis' trip to Poland
where the Jesuit Pope will symbolically deliver the document to
the deeply conservative Polish church at a youth rally this week.
(And as I said, the Polish bishops have already denounced the idea of
giving communion to the divorced and civilly remarried Catholics. They
are upholding the Church's teaching. Let's pray that they continue to
do so and let's pray that the courage of the Polish bishops spreads
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through all the bishops throughout the world. As I said, in the book of
Revelation, only one-third of the waters are made bitter by
Wormwood.) When it was released in April ‘The Joy of Love’
immediately sparked controversy because it opened the door to
civilly remarried Catholics receiving Communion. Church
teaching holds that unless these divorced and remarried
Catholics obtain an annulment, a Church decree that their first
marriage was invalid, they cannot receive the sacrament since
they are seen as committing adultery.’ Well, it's not just the
Church; Jesus himself said that any man who puts away his wife and
marries another commits adultery.
Otherwise, this article is a very good summary, by the way, and you
won't find a good summary like this in Catholic publications. You have
to go to a secular media, in this case, the Associated Press. ‘Francis
didn't create a church wide pass for these Catholics, but
suggested in vague terms (absolutely! Pope Francis is the author of
confusion) and strategically placed footnotes (footnote number 351,
the opposite of Mary's Rosary, 153) that bishops and priests could
do so on a case-by-case basis after accompanying them on a
spiritual journey of discernment (that would be like Jesus saying
that any man who puts away his wife marries another commits adultery
except on a case-by-case basis. Pope Francis and the Vatican are
lying to Catholics, please wake up you people). The conservative
criticism was swift. American Cardinal, Raymond Burke, a
figurehead for arch conservatives (Well here's where a secular
newspaper gets it wrong. Of course, they have terms like that,
derogatory terms, for people who are upholding what the Church has
taught for two thousand years, for upholding what Jesus taught; they
don't like it) who was removed by Francis (of course) as the head of
the Vatican Supreme Court insisted that the document wasn't part
of the Church's teaching magisterium but rather was a personal
reflection on meeting of bishops about family matters. (I only wish
that were true) Cardinal Schoenborn (now this is the Pope's righthand man, and the Pope has told us that Cardinal Schoenborn's
interpretation is his interpretation) rejected Burke's claim in his
interview with Civilta Cattolica. The document, Schoenborn said,
is an act of the Magisterium that makes the teaching of the church
present and relative today. Italian Cardinal Carlo Caffarra, another
leading conservative, has criticized the document as vague and
confusing (which it is) and denied that it opened the door to
Communion, since doing so would contradict previous church
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teaching on the indissolubility of marriage (two thousand years of
Church teaching and the words of Jesus). Francis’ own doctrine
czar, German Cardinal, Gerhard Mueller, concurred with Caffarra
saying the Pope would have been more clear if he had intended
such an opening.(Well no, the Pope doesn't want to be clear.)
Mueller argued in a May 4th speech in Spain that decisions about
whether someone can receive the sacraments cannot be arrived
at purely in the realm of individual private discernment.’
He is one hundred percent correct. Priests do not have the authority to
grant annulments. It was a Pope himself who refused an annulment to
King Henry the Eighth. Henry the Eighth started his own church. In the
Episcopal Church, communion is not valid; it is not true consecration.
Only Roman Catholic priests can consecrate the body and blood of our
Lord. What Pope Francis is doing in this evil document is to take away
that power of consecration because he is ruining one of the three
requirements for a valid consecration and that is the intention of the
priest. Pope Francis is saying in this magisterial document from the
Church that the priest must give Communion to divorced and civilly
remarried, going against the gospel, and that invalidates the Eucharist
for all Catholic priests in the Catholic Church unless they, or their
bishops repudiate Pope Francis' document, Amoris Laetitia. And let me
finish this article.
‘The initiative could signal a more concerted campaign by the
Vatican to ensure that The Joy of Love is interpreted as Francis
intended. (That's exactly right. This Vatican is supporting Pope
Francis because it is being trampled underfoot by the Gentiles as John
prophesied in Revelation 11:2, as I said.) Already, conservative (this
is interpretation: ‘conservative’?; ‘faithful to the Magisterium’ would be
correct) Philadelphia Archbishop, Charles Chaput has said that
divorced and civilly remarried Catholics can only receive
Communion in his archdiocese (he is guaranteeing that the
consecrations of priests in Philadelphia are valid. That is good news for
you people in his diocese) if they abstain from sex and live as
brother and sister.’
On the other hand Cardinal Cupich in the Archdiocese of Chicago has
said anyone and everyone may receive Communion. Jesus did not
give Communion to the traitor Judas. He did not give ‘that which is
holy to the dogs’. Your Communions in Chicago are now invalid
unless your priest repudiates what your Cardinal Cupich and Pope
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Francis are doing and they must. Otherwise, I would advise you to
move to some other diocese.
And for another opinion; now I've read this before but I want to read it
again: this is Bishop Tobin from Rhode Island:
https://www.lifesitenews.com/news/bishop-amorislaetitias-intentional-ambiguity-means-people-will-dowhatever

‘Upon reflection it's become pretty clear the
Pope Francis' document on marriage and the
family, Amoris Laetitia, is marked by ambiguity
and that's intentional on the Holy Fathers part.
(Bravo, Bishop Tobin you are one hundred percent
correct.) That explains why in just the last couple
of days we've had very different interpretations
of the document from two prominent leaders of the church,
archbishop Charles Chaput of Philadelphia and Cardinal
Christoph Schoenborn of Vienna and for many other
commentators as well.’
And now, I want to conclude with one more bishop who has taken a
stand on this: Bishop Thomas John Paprocki in the Springfield
diocese, just south of Chicago.
So you people in Chicago, maybe you
should consider moving to the Springfield
diocese. And here's what he wrote in a
letter to the State Journal-Register, in
Springfield:
http://www.ncregister.com/daily-news/bishop-paprocki-archbishop-chaputsamoris-laetitia-guidelines-are-certainly

‘The Bible clearly teaches about the proper disposition to receive
Holy Communion in the First Letter to the Corinthians (now listen
to this) where St. Paul wrote whoever eats the bread or drinks the
cup of the Lord in an unworthy manner will be guilty of profaning
the body and blood of the Lord. Let a man examine himself and
so eat of the bread and drink of the cup for anyone who eats and
drinks without discerning the body eats and drinks judgment
upon himself (this is a very serious matter and that's from First
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Corinthians, chapter 11, verses 27 through 29) this biblical teaching
is reflected in canons 915 to 916 of the Catholic Church's Code of
Canon Law.’ (The Church has always taught this. Pope Francis is the
False Prophet of the End Times. Cardinal Schoenborn is his right hand
man). This applies not only in the Archdiocese of Philadelphia but
also here in the Diocese of Springfield as it does every where in
the Church.’ Well good for you, Bishop Thomas Paprocki.
And now I want to take one or two minutes to explain why this action of
Pope Francis and Cardinal Schoenborn invalidates the Eucharist. A
Catholic priest must utilize three principles: he must follow the same
WORDS that Jesus used in consecrating His own body and blood, he
must use the same MATTER and he must have the same INTENTION.
The first two you can easily determine for yourself at Mass. You can
hear the priest say the right words, and you can see him consecrate
the bread; thus there is no problem. If you see a priest not do either of
those two things then you know the Eucharist is invalid. The Church
has always taught that. That's why a priest is very careful to read the
words even though he has it memorized. Most priests I have seen
always read the words so that he gets it exactly right.
But the intention of the priest you do not know; those are hidden. They
reflect the Holy Spirit. The first two requirements, the matter and the
words, reflect God the Father and God the Son. The intention is hidden
and therefore the Church's intention overrides the priest's intention.
That has always been so. And that's why Satan has changed the
Church’s intention through his False Prophet, Pope Francis. And now
the only way you in your diocese or in your parish can receive the true
body and the blood of our Lord is if your priest repudiates Pope Francis
or if your Bishop, such as Bishop Tobin or Bishop Paprocki or the
Bishop Chaput in Philadelphia, repudiates what the Pope is doing.
In any event I hope you get this message. I hope you understand it. I
hope the bishops realize that they must take a stand and the Bible
says that two thirds of them will stand up against the False Prophet
and that's the good news. But remember, this remnant Catholic
Church, which must separate itself from the mountain, we will become
the stone which takes over the whole world and eventually defeats the
One World Government and the One World Religion and that's why, by
the way, I have endorsed Donald Trump for president. Notice that
Pope Francis opposes Donald Trump. That should be a good hint for
all of us here in the United States whom we should support.
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